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      Our services

      At Bank of Singapore, we take a holistic view of your wealth to provide a distinct level of service that is one of the finest in the industry. It is this philosophy that governs everything we do, from the way we execute decisions to how we act in our clients’ best interests at all times.
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                           Asset creation and preservation

                           We objectively source from a large universe of products to offer our pick from the best-of-breed products that are tailored to your needs and goals.
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                           Alternative investments

                           Improve the diversification and overall risk-return profile of your portfolio by expanding your investments beyond traditional stocks and bonds.
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                           Wealth planning

                           Our wealth planners will provide tailored wealth planning solutions and strategies to address your succession, wealth transfer and legacy goals.
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                           Credit solutions

                           Our portfolio leveraging, mortgage and personalised financing options allow you to enhance returns or improve liquidity.
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                           Sustainable investing

                           We can help you live your values and drive change while investing for returns.
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                           Financial Intermediaries

                           For Independent asset managers, External financial advisors and multi-family offices.
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                           Digital services

                           As a client, you can view your investment portfolio, bank statements and contract notes along with customised research, securely from your desktop, iPad, iPhone and Android phone anytime and from anywhere.
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      Insights

      Benefit from invaluable tools to manage your wealth, by gaining access to market updates, investment views, news and articles on a range of relevant topics.
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      About us

      
As a wholly-owned private banking subsidiary of OCBC, Southeast Asia’s second largest financial services group, we are one of the fastest growing private banks in Asia. Headquartered in Singapore, we have helped wealthy families, individuals and financial intermediaries around the world grow their wealth since 2010.

Our reputation is built upon our ability to provide our clients with best-in-class private banking and bespoke wealth planning solutions backed by an open architecture product platform and strong cross-asset research expertise, advisory and portfolio management capabilities
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                           Who we are

                           We are Asia’s global private bank and a unique Singapore private bank. Having global perspectives and expertise is what our clients appreciate. Our Asian roots make us truly priceless.
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                           Why choose us

                           At Bank of Singapore, we aim to help manage and grow your wealth the way you want to, with prudence and care.
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                           Media

                           Read the latest media releases.
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      Careers

      In a business that is built upon relationships, our people are valued by us as our greatest asset.
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                           Why Bank of Singapore?

                           We see the uniqueness in each employee, and we want to see you achieve your aspirations and dreams. It is vital to us that you are satisfied with the company, the work you do and the opportunities for professional development.
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                           Graduate programmes

                           Be bold, dream big. Go further. While our business is about growing assets, there is none more important than our people. See the graduate programmes available.
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                           Job opportunities

                           Learn more about us.
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